Alkaline Trio revisits original sound

Alkaline Trio

Sometimes bands decide it's a good idea to go back to their origins. They try to forget all of their musical evolution and recast a new album very much like their debut. But more often than not, the album usually falls flat, and fans that love the band are sometimes disappointed.

This is the case for the recent release by the Midwestern thrash-punk band Alkaline Trio. This album, “Gears,” is a new take on the band’s first album, “Grueling Stench.” The bands went back to their roots with their first album, and the listeners will give up quickly. The second track on the album, “This Addiction,” is not nearly as good as the first track. The two bands have simple and clear sound. The overall theme of the album is simple and clear.

The music comes out sounding more like the original punk rock that the band was famous for.
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